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Abstract
Virtual services on computation resources like CPUs and storages are supported to applications by
using virtual machines in server clusters. Virtual machines with application processes can migrate
from host servers to guest servers. In this paper, we discuss a process migration approach to reducing
total electric energy consumption of servers by taking advantage of virtual machines in a cluster.
We newly propose a Simple Globally-Energy-Aware Migration (SGEAM) algorithm. Here, a host
server is first found to perform a process issued by an application in a cluster and then the process
is performed on a virtual machine. Next, a virtual machine migrates from a host server to another
guest server in order to reduce the electric energy consumption of servers. Here, the amount of computation to be performed by current processes on a virtual machine is simply estimated only by using
the number of the current processes and then the total electric energy to be consumed by each server
is estimated. Then, a guest server where a virtual machine migrates from a host server is selected
so that the total electric energy to be consumed by not only the host server and guest server but also
the other servers can be reduced. We show the total electric energy consumption of servers can be
reduced in the SGEAM algorithm compared with other non-migration and migration algorithms in
the evaluation.
Keywords: Computation model, Virtual machine migration, SGEAM algorithm, Simple estimation
model, Power consumption model.

1

Introduction

Information systems are getting scalable and huge amount of electric energy is consumed by servers in
scalable clusters [1]. We have to reduce electric energy consumed by servers in scalable clusters like
cloud computing systems [1] in order to realize eco society [2]. There are approaches to reducing the
electric energy consumption of servers [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. One is a hardware-oriented approach.
Here, energy-efficient hardware devices like CPUs [11] are developed and used. Another approach is
the macro-level approach [4, 5, 12] where we try to reduce total electric energy consumed by servers
to perform application processes issued by clients. Types of power consumption models are proposed,
which give electric power [W] to be consumed by a server to perform application processes. In one
approach, one energy-efficient server is selected in a cluster to perform a process issued by a client in
types of server selection algorithms [13, 12, 14]. In another migration approach [15], a process on a host
server migrates to an energy-efficient guest server which is expected to consume smaller electric energy
than the host server. However, it is not easy to migrate various types of application processes among
heterogeneous servers with different architectures and operating systems. Cloud computing systems
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support applications with virtual computation service by using virtual machines [16]. A virtual machine
can migrate from a host server to another guest server while processes are being performed on the virtual
machine, i.e. live migration [16]. In our previous studies [15], if a process is issued to a cluster, a virtual
machine is selected to perform the process by estimating the termination time of each current process
performed with other processes. Then the electric energy consumption of each server to perform every
current process and the new process is estimated. If a host server consumes more electric energy than
expected, a virtual machine migrates from the host server to another guest server which is expected to
consume the smaller electric energy than the host server. The termination time of each process on each
server is estimated by using the computation laxity of the process and computation rate of the server.
However, it is not easy to collect information of processes like computation laxites on each server. It
also takes time to do the estimation of the termination time of each process by using the information on
processes and virtual machines.
In papers [17], the simple virtual machine migration (SVM) and modified SVM (MSVM) algorithms
are proposed to reduce the computation complexity to do the estimation. Here, the total amount of
computation of a virtual machine is given as the summation of computation laxites of each resident
processes on the virtual machine. Then, the termination time of each process on a virtual machine
is simply estimated by considering the amount of computation of each virtual machine and without
considering the termination time of each process. In various types of applications, it is not easy, maybe
impossible to obtain the amount of computation of each process. In this paper, the same amount VC of
computation is assumed to be performed by each process. Then, we newly propose a simple method to
estimate the termination time of processes only by using the number of current processes performed on
each server. We also propose a Simple Globally-Energy-Aware Migration (SGEAM) algorithm to not
only find a virtual machine to perform a process issued by a client but also to migrate a virtual machine
to another server so that the total electric energy consumption of the servers can be reduced by using the
simple estimation model in this paper.
We evaluate the SGEAM algorithm compared with other non-migration and migration algorithms.
The SGEAM algorithm is computationally simple since only number of current processes on each server
is used to estimate the electric energy consumption of servers. We show the total electric energy consumption and active time of servers and the average execution time of processes can be more reduced in
the migration algorithms than the non-migration algorithms. Especially, the electric energy consumption
of servers is mostly reduced in the SGEAM algorithm.
In section 2, we overview related studies. In section 3, we present a system model. In section
4, we present the power consumption and computation models. In section 5, we discuss how to simply
estimate the electric energy consumption of each server. In section 6, we propose the SGEAM algorithm.
In section 7, we evaluate the SGEAM algorithm.

2

Related Studies

It is critical to reduce the electric energy consumption of information systems, especially servers in
scalable clusters [1, 2]. There are approaches to reducing the electric energy consumption of servers
in a cluster. One approach is the hardware-oriented approach where energy-efficient hardware components like CPUs [11] and storages (SSD) [18] are developed and used in various types of computers
like servers. The electric power consumption of a server depends on not only hardware devices but also
software components, especially application processes. Hardware devices of a server consume electric
energy by performing application processes. In our macro-level approach [19, 4], we aim at reducing
total electric energy consumed by a whole server to perform application processes without considering the electric energy consumption of each hardware device. In order to design, implement, maintain,
2
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and evaluate energy-efficient information systems, we first have to define a formal power consumption
model of a server which gives electric power [W] to be consumed by the server to perform application
processes for one time unit. We first measure electric power which each server consumes to perform
types of application processes like computation, storage, and communication types of application processes [4] using the UWMeter [20] by which the electric power consumption of a server can be measured
every 100 [msec]. By abstracting parameters which mostly dominate the electric power consumption of
a server, types of power consumption models are proposed. In the SPC (simple power consumption)
model [19, 4, 12], a server st consumes the maximum electric power maxEt [W] if at least one process is
performed, otherwise the minimum electric power minEt . Thus, the electric power consumed by a server
st to perform application processes is either maximum electric power maxEt or minimum electric power
minEt . A server with a one-core CPU follows the SPC model. A server is equipped with one or more
than one multi-thread CPU. In the MLPC (multi-level power consumption) model [14, 9] and MLPCM
(MLPC model of a server with Multiple CPUs) model [21, 10], the electric power consumption of a
server to perform application processes depends on the numbers of active CPUs, active cores, and active
threads. The types of power consumption models of a server are also proposed to perform communication [19] and storage [22, 23, 14] types of application processes. In the power consumption model for
communication processes [19], the electric power of a server depends on the total transmission rate at
which the server transmits data to clients. The computation models of a server to perform application
processes [19, 4, 21, 14, 10, 9] are also proposed, which give how long it is expected to take to perform
a process concurrently with other processes on the server. In the MLPCMS (MLPCM model for storage
processes) [24], the power consumption of a server the perform storage type of application processes
which manipulate data in storage like HDD is given as summation of the power consumption given by
MLPCM model and electric power consumed by storage.
In order to reduce the electric energy consumption of servers, types of algorithms [4, 12, 6, 21, 14,
10, 9] are proposed to select a server in a cluster to perform an application process issued by a client. The
termination time of each current application process is estimated by simulating the execution of every
current application process on a server. A server to perform an application process is selected based on a
power consumption model so that the total electric energy consumption of the servers can be reduced in
a cluster. In the LEA (locally-energy-aware) algorithm [10], a server which is expected to consume the
minimum electric energy to perform the new application process and every current application process.
In the GEA (globally energy-aware) [10] and simple GEA (SGEA) [25] algorithms, the total electric
energy to be consumed by not only a host server of the new process but also the other servers is tried to
be reduced.
A process migration approach is also discussed to reduce the electric energy consumption of servers
in a cluster [26, 3, 15, 27]. Here, a process on a host server migrates to another server if the host server is
expected to consume more electric energy than expected, for example, because the server is overloaded.
The energy-efficient replication and migration models of an application process are also discussed to not
only increase the reliability and availability of the system but also reduce the electric energy consumption
of the servers [28]. The more number of replicas of an application process are performed, the more
reliable and available but the more amount of electric energy is consumed since replicas are performed
on the more number of servers. The electric energy consumed by servers to perform replicas is reduced
by differentiating the start time of each replica [28]. However, it is not easy to migrate types of processes
to servers with various types of architectures and operating systems.
Virtual machines are widely used to support applications with virtual computation service in a cluster
of servers like KVM [16] and VMware [29]. Here, applications use computation resources like CPUs and
storages like HDDs of servers by using virtual machines independently of what computation resources
are supported by what servers in a cluster. The average execution time of current application processes
depends on the number of the current processes but is independent of the number of virtual machines
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on a server [30]. Furthermore, virtual machines with application processes can easily migrate to guest
servers independently of architectures and operating systems of servers without suspending processes.
Especially, virtual machines with processes can migrate to servers in the live migration [16]. In this
paper, we discuss how to migrate processes to other servers by using the migration technologies of
virtual machines in order to reduce the electric energy consumption of servers.
The other approach is the shut-down approach [31]. As the number of application processes performed in a cluster decreases, some server might get idle. Even idle servers consume electric energy as
presented in papers [4, 5, 12]. In server clusters, especially data centers, servers which are not required
to perform application processes, for example, idle servers where no process is performed are shut down
to reduce the total electric energy consumption of servers in the clusters. Here, servers are restarted if
more number of servers are required to handle application processes depending on the number of current
application processes as discussed in paper [31]. This approach is useful in the client-server model like
cloud computing systems and data centers where all the servers are controlled in a centralized manner. In
this paper, we consider a distributed system where each server is autonomous and there is no centralized
coordinator like peer-to-peer (P2P) model [32, 4]. Here, it is not easy to shut down and restart servers
since we have to do the negotiation with owners or administrators of each server. In our approach, we
discuss how to select an energy-efficient server in a cluster to perform an application process issued by
a client and to migrate virtual machines to energy-efficient servers. We do not discuss how to shut down
and restart servers in this paper.

3

System Model

A cluster S is composed of servers s1 , . . . , sm (m ≥ 1) and supports applications on clients with virtual
computation service on computation resources by using virtual machines vm1 , . . . , vmv (v ≥ 1) like KVM
[16]. Here, applications can use computation resources like CPUs and storages in a cluster without being
conscious of which servers support what computation resources. If a client issues a request to a cluster
S, one virtual machine vmh is selected. An application process pi to handle the request is created. The
application process pi is performed on the virtual machine vmh and the virtual machine vmh sends a
response to the client on termination of the process.
In this paper, a process means an application process which uses CPU resource and which is performed on a server. We assume every process on a server st is performed on some virtual machine resident
on the server st . A server st is composed of npt (≥ 1) homogeneous CPUs. Each CPU is composed of cct
(≥ 1) homogeneous cores. There are nct (= npt · cct ) cores in the server st . Each core supports the same
number ctt (≤ 2) of threads. The total number ntt (= npt · cct · ctt ) of homogeneous threads on a server
st are supported to applications. An active thread is a thread where at least one process is performed.
An active core, CPU, and server are ones where at least one thread is active, i.e. at least one process is
performed. A virtual machine is allocated with some number of threads in a server.
A process pi performed on a virtual machine vmh is a resident process of the virtual machine vmh . A
virtual machine vmh is active iff (if and only if) at least one process is performed on the virtual machine
vmh . Otherwise, the virtual machine vmh is idle. In an active server st , at least one process is performed
on a resident virtual machine. A server which hosts at least one resident virtual machine is engaged. A
server where there is no resident virtual machine is f ree. VCPh (τ) indicates a set of resident processes
performed on the virtual machine vmh at time τ. Time when a virtual machine vmh gets idle is idled
time. Time when an idle virtual machine gets active is activated time. A virtual machine vmh on a host
server st is a resident virtual machine on the host server st . SV Mt (τ) denotes a set of resident virtual
machines on a server st at time τ. A virtual machine vmh is smaller than a virtual machine vmk at time τ
iff |VCPh (τ)| < |VCPk (τ)|, i.e. more number of process are performed on the virtual machine vmk than
4
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the virtual machine vmh . A virtual machine vmh is the smallest iff the number of resident processes is the
fewest in a server st . Let CPt (τ) be a set of processes performed on a server st at time τ. In this paper,
we assume every process is on a virtual machine.
A virtual machine vmh can migrate from a host server st to another guest server su while processes
are being performed without suspending the processes, i.e. live migration [16]. First, memory area of
a virtual machine vmh on a host server is created on another guest server su . On issuing a migration
command [16] on the host server st , the memory state of a virtual machine vmh is first transferred to the
guest server su while resident processes are being performed on the host server st . On termination of the
state transfer to the guest server su , the processes are resumed on the virtual machine vmh and the state
of virtual machine vmh changed after the state is transferred to the guest server su . Then, the processes
on the virtual machine vmh are restarted on the server su .

4

Power Consumption and Computation Models

The electric power consumption Et (τ) of a server st to perform processes is minEt + apt (τ) · bEt +
act (τ) · cEt + att (τ) ·tEt [W] where apt (τ)(≤ npt ), act (τ)(≤ nct ), and att (τ)(≤ ntt ) are numbers of active
CPUs, active cores, and active threads, respectively, of the server st at time τ [10]. The electric power
consumption NEt (n) [W] of a server st to concurrently perform n processes at time τ is given in the
MLPCM model as follows [14, 10]:


minEt




 minEt + n · (bEt + cEt + tEt )
minEt + npt · bEt + n · (cEt + tEt )
NEt (n) =


minEt + npt · bEt + nct · cEt + n · tEt



maxEt (= minEt + npt · bEt + nct · cEt + ntt · tEt )

if
if
if
if
if

n = 0.
0 ≤ n ≤ npt .
npt < n ≤ nct .
nct < n ≤ ntt .
n > ntt .

(1)

The electric power consumption Et (τ) [W] of a server st is assumed to be NEt (n) for number n
(= |CPt (τ)|) of current processes at time τ. If n ≥ ntt , every thread is active and a server st consumes the
maximum electric power maxEt , i.e. NEt (n) = maxEt . An idle server st consumes the minimum electric
power minEt , i.e. NEt (0) = minEt . For example, in a server DL360p Gen8 of two Intel CPUs Xeon
E5-2667 v2 [11], minEt = 126.1, bEt = 30, cEt = 5.6, tEt = 0.6, maxEt = 301.1 [W]. Here, each the two
CPUs supports eight cores and each core supports two threads, i.e. npt = 2, nct = 16, and ntt = 32.
It takes Tti time units [tu] to perform a process pi on a thread of a server st . If only a process pi is
exclusively performed on a server st without any other process, the execution time Tti of the process pi
is minimum minTti . In a cluster S of servers s1 , . . . , sm (m ≥ 1), minTi shows a minimum one of minT1i ,
. . . , minTmi . If minT f i = minTi , a thread of a server s f is f astest in a cluster S. A server s f with a fastest
thread is f astest.
We assume one virtual computation step [vs] is performed on a thread of a fastest server s f for one
time unit [tu], i.e. the maximum thread computation rate maxCRT f = 1 [vs/tu]. The total number VCi of
virtual computation steps to be performed by a process pi is defined to be minTi [tu] · maxCRT f [vs/tu]
= minTi [vs]. The maximum computation rate maxCRti of a process pi on a server st is VCi / minTti
[vs/tu] (≤ 1). For a fastest server s f , the maximum computation rate maxCR f i of a process pi is VCi /
minT f i = minTi / minTi = 1 [vs/tu]. On a thread of a server st , maxCRti = maxCRt j = maxCRTt [vs/tu] for
every pair of processes pi and p j .
The server computation rate CRt (τ) of a server st of time τ is att (τ) · maxCRTt where att (τ)(≤ ntt =
npt · cct · ctt ) threads are active. The maximum server computation rate maxCRt [vs/tu] (≤ 1) of a server
5
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st is the summation ntt · maxCRTt of maximum thread computation rates of ntt threads. As presented
here, att (τ) = n if n ≤ ntt and att (τ) = ntt if n > ntt where n = |CPt (τ)|. The server computation rate
NCRt (n) is equally allocated to each current process pi at each time τ. Suppose a pair of processes pi
and p j are performed and totally n processes are concurrently performed on a server st at time τ. Here,
the process computation rates NCRti (n) and NCRt j (n) of the processes pi and p j , respectively, are the
same. The server computation rate NCRt (n) [vs/tu] of a server st to concurrently perform n processes is
given according to the server computation rate CRt (τ) as follows:

NCRt (n) =

n · maxCRTt
maxCRt

if n ≤ ntt .
if n > ntt .

(2)

The process computation rate NCRti (n) of each process pi performed concurrently with (n − 1) processes on a server st is NCRt (n) / n:


NCRti (n) =

maxCRTt
if n ≤ ntt .
maxCRt /n if n > ntt .

(3)

The number NCRti (n) of virtual computation steps of a process pi are performed for one time unit
where n processes are concurrently performed. Figure 1 shows the process computation rates NCRti (n)
and NCRui of a process pi on a pair of servers st and su , respectively. The server st supports nt threads and
the server su supports ntu (= 4 · ntt ) threads where the maximum thread computation rate maxCRTt of the
server st is double of the server su , i.e. maxCRTt = 2 · maxCRTu . The straight and dotted lines show the
process computation rates NCRtu (n) and NCRui (n), respectively. The process computation rate NCRti (n)
on the server st is two times longer than NCRui (n) of the server su for n ≤ nt . The process computation
rate NCRti (n) decreases with ntt · maxCRTt /n for n > nt and gets equal to NCRui (n) for n = 2 · ntt . On
the other hand, the process computation rate NCRui (n) is a constant maxCRTu for n ≤ ntu (= 4 · ntt ) and
decreases with the rate ntu · maxCRTu (= 2 · ntt · maxCRTt )/n for n > 4 · ntt . NCRui (n) > NCRti (n) for
n > 2 · ntt .
Suppose a process pi starts at time st and ends at time et. Here, ∑et
τ=st CRti (τ) = VCi [vs] (= maxCRT f
· minTi = minTi ) where s f is the fastest server. VCi shows the total amount of computation to be performed
by a process pi . The computation laxity lcti (τ) [vs] is the number of virtual computation steps [vs] to be
performed in the process pi on a server st after time τ. At time τ a process pi starts, lcti (τ) = VCi . Then,
the computation laxity lcti (τ) is decremented by the process computation rate CRti (τ) at each time τ, i.e.
lcti (τ + 1) = lcti (τ) − CRti (τ) at each time τ. If lcti (τ + 1) ≤ 0, the process pi terminates at time τ.
The process computation rate NCRti (n) of each process pi on a server st depends on the number
n of processes performed concurrently with the process pi . This means, the process computation rate
NCRti (n) is independent of the number of resident virtual machines on the server st [30].

5

Simple Estimation of Process Termination Time

A client issues a request process pi to a set V M of virtual machines vm1 , . . . , vmv (v ≥ 1) in a cluster S
of servers s1 , · · · sm (m ≥ 1). First, one host virtual machine vmh in the set V M is selected to perform the
process pi . Furthermore, each virtual machine vmh can migrate from a host server st to a guest server
su [16]. Here, n is total number |CPt (τ)| of current processes of a server st at time τ. As presented in
the preceding section, the computation laxity lcti (τ) of each process pi is initially VCi . The computation
laxity lcti (τ) is decremented by the process computation rate NCRti (n) at each time τ. If lcti (τ) −
6
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Figure 1: Process computation rate.
NCRti (|CPt (τ)|) ≤ 0, the process pi terminates at time τ. By using this model, we can estimate when
every current process to terminate.
In well-formed applications, only fixed types of processes are issued in a cluster. Here, we can get the
total amount VCi of virtual computation steps of each process pi which is the minimum execution time
minTi obtained by performing the process without any other process on the fastest server s f . However, it
is not easy, maybe impossible to get the total amount VCi of computation of each process pi in various
types of applications. It also takes time to estimate the termination time of each current process pi
on every virtual machine vmh of a server st by using the computation laxity lcti (τ) and the process
computation rate NCRti (n) as discussed in papers [15, 14, 10, 9, 33]. In order to simplify the estimation,
we assume each current process pi (∈ VCPh (τ)) on a virtual machine vmh finishes the half of the total
computation VCi by time τ. Here, the total virtual computation steps slct (τ)(= ∑ pi ∈CPt (τ) VCi /2) have to
be furthermore performed on a server st at time τ. The expected termination time ETt [tu] of a server st
is given as follows:
ETt

= slct (τ)/NCRt (n)
=

∑ p ∈CP (τ) (VCi /2)/NCRt (n).
i

t

(4)

This means, it is expected to take ETt time units [tu] to perform every current resident process on a host
server st . The expected electric energy consumption EEt [W tu] of a server st to perform n processes at
time τ is obtained by multiplying the execution time ETt [tu] by the electric power consumption NEt (n)
[W] (formula (1)) to be given as follows:
EEt

= ETt · NEt (n)
= (NEt (n)/NCRt (n)) · slct (τ).

(5)

Here, NEt (n)/NCRt (n) [W tu/vs] indicates the electric energy consumption of a server st to perform one
virtual computation step.
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Next, suppose one new process pi starts on a server st at time τ. The expected termination time NETt
and expected electric energy consumption NEEt of a server st to perform both n current processes and
the new process pi are given as follows:
NETt

= (slct (τ) +VCi )/NCRt (n + 1).

NEEt

= NETt · NEt (n + 1)
= (slct (τ) +VCi ) · NEt (n + 1)/NCRt (n + 1).

(6)
(7)

It is difficult to obtain the total amount VCi of virtual computation steps of each process pi in types
of applications. In this paper, we assume VCi to be a constant, VCi = 1 for simplicity. That is, every
process pi is assumed to have same amount of virtual computation steps. The simplified server laxity
sslch (τ) of a server st is just defined to be the half of the number n (=|CPt (τ)|) of current processes which
are performed at time τ, i.e. sslct (τ) = n/2.
Suppose n processes are performed on a server st and k new processes are issued to the server st .
Here, the total amount of computation to perform n current processes is n / 2 since the half of the
computation of each current process is assumed to finish. The total computation to perform k new
processes is k since the whole computation of each of the k new processes has to be performed. Here,
totally (n /2 + k) computation has to be performed on the server st . The server computation rate of the
server st is NCRt (n + k) since (n + k) processes are concurrently performed. The expected termination
time SETt (n, k) [tu] of a server st to perform n current processes and k new processes is given as follows:

SETt (n, k) = (n/2 + k)/NCRt (n + k).

(8)

The expected electric energy consumption SEEt (n, k) [W tu] of a server st to perform n current
processes and k new processes is give as follows:

SEEt (n, k) = SETt (n, k) · NEt (n + k)
= (n/2 + k) · NEt (n + k)/NCRt (n + k).

6
6.1

(9)

Energy-efficient Migration of Virtual Machines
Virtual Machine Selection (VMS) Algorithm

We consider a cluster S of servers s1 , . . . , sm (m ≥ 1).We assume a set of virtual machines vm1 , . . . , vmv
(v ≥ 1) are supported to applications in the cluster S. First, suppose a client issues a process pi to the
cluster S at time τ. A pair of variables nt and nvh show the numbers |CPt (τ)| and |VCPh (τ)| of processes
performed on each server st and each virtual machine vmh , respectively, at time τ. As discussed in the
SGEA algorithm [25], not only a host server st to perform a new process pi but also the other servers
consume electric energy. For example, even if another server su is idle, the minimum electric power
minEu is consumed by the server su as shown in formula 1. Hence, we take into consideration the
electric energy consumed by not only a host server st to perform a new process pi but also the other
servers where just current processes are performed.
In this paper, we newly propose an SGEA migration (SGEAM) algorithm. The SGEAM algorithm
is composed of virtual machine selection (VMS) and virtual machine migration (VMM) algorithms.
Suppose nt (≥ 0) (= |CPt (τ)|) processes are concurrently performed on each server st at time τ when a
process pi is issued to a cluster S. First, a process pi is assumed to be issued to a host server st . Here,
8
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both one new process pi and nt current processes are performed on the server st . Let NTt be expected
termination time SETt (nt , 1) [tu] and NEt be expected electric energy consumption SEEt (nt , 1) [W tu]
for a host server st while a new process pi is assumed to be performed. Next, suppose only nt current
processes are performed on a server st , i.e. no new process is performed. Here, the expected termination
time ETt is SETt (nt , 0) and the expected electric energy consumption EEt is SEEt (nt , 0) for the server st .
Then, we consider another server su (u 6= t) while a new process pi is issued to a host server st . The
expected electric energy consumption NEEtu of another server su (6= st ) for a host server st is calculated
by the following function FE(EEu , NTu , NTt , minEu ):

FE(E, T, T T, mE) =

E + (T T − T ) · mE
E · T T /T

if T T ≥ T.
if T T < T.

(10)

Figure 2: Expected electric energy consumption.
In Figure 2, there are three servers st , su , and sv . EEt , EEu , and EEv are expected electric energy
SEEt (nt , 0), SEEu (nu , 0), and SEEv (nv , 0) to be consumed by the servers st , su , and sv , respectively,
to perform current nt , nu , and nv processes, respectively. ETt , ETu , and ETv are expected termination
time of the servers st , su , and sv , respectively. Next, suppose a process pi is performed on the server
st . NEt and NTt show the expected electric energy consumption and expected termination time of the
server st , respectively, to perform both the process pi and the nt current processes, i.e. NEt = SEEt (nt , 1)
and NTt = SET (nt , 1). NEEtu shows the expected electric energy FE(EEu , NTu , NTt , minEu ) to be
consumed by the server su by time NTu from the current time. Since NTt < ETu , the server su consumes
the electric energy NEEtu = EEu · NTt /ETu by time NTt . On the other server sv , every current process
terminates by time ETv before time NTt . After time ETv , the server sv just consumes the minimum electric
power minEv by time NTt . Hence, NEEtv = FE(EEv , NTv , NTt , minEv ) = EEv + (NTt − ETv ) · minEv
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since no process is performed after time ETv . Total expected electric energy T EEt to be consumed by
the servers st , su , and sv is NEt + NEEtu + NEEtv which is shown by hatched area in Figure 2.
The expected total electric energy consumption T EEt of all servers for a host server st to newly
perform a process in a cluster S is given as follows:
T EEt = NEt + ∑u=1,...,m(6=t) NEEtu .

(11)

If a client issues a process pi to a cluster S, a virtual machine vmh on a host server st is selected for
the new process pi by the following virtual machine selection (VMS) algorithm:
[Virtual machine selection (VMS) algorithm] A client issues a process pi at time τ.
1. select a host server st , whose expected total electric energy consumption T EEt is minimum in
cluster S.
2. select a smallest virtual machine vmh on the selected host server st , where the number nvh of
resident processes is minimum.
3. perform the process pi on the virtual machine vmh of the host server st .
The execution time of each process depends on the total number of processes concurrently performed
but is independent of the number of resident virtual machines on a server as presented in paper [30].
Hence, a host server st is first selected where the new process pi is to be performed at step 1. At step 2,
the new process pi is performed on the smallest virtual machine vmh in order to balance the load among
resident virtual machines on the host server st . Thus, new processes issued by clients are performed on
virtual machines selected in the VM selection algorithm.

6.2

Virtual Machine Migration (VMM) Algorithm

Each time a process is issued to a cluster S, one virtual machine is selected and the process is performed
on the selected virtual machine in the VMS algorithm. It may take longer time to perform a process
than estimated in the estimation model SET. Some server may consume more electric energy. In order
to furthermore reduce the electric energy consumption of servers and the average execution time of
processes, a virtual machine on such a heavily energy-consuming server st migrates to another server
su in this paper. Here, the number of processes on the server st is reduced and the server st consumes
smaller electric energy.
Each engaged server st where there is at least one resident virtual machine is periodically checked. If
migration conditions are satisfied on an engaged server st at time τ, one active resident virtual machine
vmh on the server st is selected and migrates to another server su which is expected to consume smaller
electric energy. Variables nt and nvh show the numbers |CPt (τ)| and |VCPh (τ)| of resident processes on
a server st and a virtual machine vmh at time τ, respectively.
Let EEt show the expected electric energy consumption and ETt be the expected termination time of
each server st to perform nt current processes. Here, the expected electric energy consumption EEt is
obtained as EEt = SEEt (nt , 0) and the expected termination time ETt is calculated as ETt = SETt (nt , 0).
Next, suppose a virtual machine vmh migrates from a host server st to a guest server su . Here, a collection
of nvh (≥ 1) processes on the virtual machine vmh move from the server st to the server su by the migration
of the virtual machine vmh . Since the nvh processes leave the server st , the server st is expected to
consume the smaller electric energy NEt (= SEEt (nt − nvh , 0)) than EEt (NEt < EEt ) and to finish every
current process by time NTt (= SETt (nt −nvh , 0)) earlier than time ETt (NTt < ETt ). In turn, more number
nu + nvh of processes than the number nu of current processes are performed on the guest server su . The
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expected electric energy consumption NEtu and expected termination time NTtu of the guest server su are
given as follows:
NEtu = SEEu (nu + nvh , 0).

(12)

NTtu = SETu (nu + nvh , 0).

(13)

The server st and another server sv (v 6= t, v 6= u) also consume the electric energy by time NTtu . As
presented in formula (7), the expected electric energy consumption NEEt and NEEtuv of a host server st
and a server sv (6= st , su ), respectively, are given as follows, where the virtual machine vmh migrates from
the host server st to the guest server su :
= FE(NEt , NTt , NTtu , minEt )

(14)

NEEtuv = FE(EEv , ETv , NTtu , minEv )

(15)

NEEt

The expected total electric energy consumption T MEEtu where a virtual machine on a host server st
migrates to a guest server su is given as follows:
T MEEtu = NEEt + NEtu + ∑v=1,...,m(6=t, 6=u) NEEtuv .

(16)

The following virtual machine migration (VMM) algorithm is periodically performed for each server
st to find a resident virtual machine vmh and a guest server su to which the virtual machine vmh to migrate
in a cluster S:
[Virtual machine migration (VMM) algorithm]
X = a set of engaged servers which host at least one virtual machine in a cluster S;
for each engaged server st in X, { EEt = SEEt (nt , 0); and ETt = SETt (ntt , 0); }
while (|X| > 0)
{
select a server st in X where EEt is largest;
select a smallest active virtual machine vmh on the host server st , i.e. nvh is minimum;
NEt = SEEt (nt − nvh , 0);
NTt = SETt (nt − nvh , 0);
for each server su (6= st ) in S,
{ /* vmh migrates from st to su */
NEtu = SEEu (nu + nvh , 0);
NTtu = SETu (nu + nvh , 0);
NEEt = FE(NEt , NTt , NTtu , minEt ); /* formula (14) */
/* st is a host server and su is a guest server */
for each server sv (6= st , 6= su ) in S,
{
NEEtuv = FE(EEv , ETv , NTtu , minEv ); /* formula (15) */
};
T MEEtu = NEEt + NEtu + ∑v=1,...,m(6=t 6=u) NEEtuv ;
}; /* for su end */
select a server su where T MEEtu is minimum in S;
if su is found, {
migrate vmh from st to su ;
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if su is in X, X = X − {su };
}; /* if end */
X = X - {st };
}; /* while X end */
First, the expected electric energy consumption EEt of each engaged server st to perform every current process is obtained. Here, EEt = SEEt (nt , 0) where ntt is the number of current processes performed
on the server st . X is a set of engaged servers where at least one virtual machine exists in the cluster S.
A server st whose expected electric energy consumption EEt is largest is selected in the set X. Here,
nvh processes are performed on each virtual machine vmh . A smallest active virtual machine vmh is then
selected on the selected server st . The expected electric energy consumption NEt of the server st is obtained, which the virtual machine vmh leaves, i.e. NEt = SEEt (nt − nvh , 0). The expected electric energy
consumption NEtu of another server su to which the virtual machine vmh migrates from the server st is
obtained, where nvh processes on the virtual machine vmh restart, i.e. NEtu = SEEu (nu + nvh , 0). Here,
every process on the server su is expected to terminate by time NTtu . We obtain the total electric energy
to be consumed until time NTtu by not only the server st but also another server sv (v 6= t, v 6= u). The
expected electric energy consumption NEEt and NEEtuv are obtained as FE(NEt , NTt , NTtu , minEt ) and
FE(EEv , ETv , NTtu , minEv ), respectively. If the total expected electric energy consumption T MEEtu (=
NEEt + NEtu + ∑v=1,...,m(6=t, 6=u) NEEtuv ) of all servers is minimum for a server su , the virtual machine
vmh can migrate from the host server st to the guest server su since the total electric energy T MEEtu to
be consumed by not only a pair of the host server st and the guest server su but also the other servers can
be reduced.

7

Evaluation

We consider a cluster S of four real servers DSLab2, DSLab1, Sunny, and Atria (m = 4) denoted by
s1 , s2 , s3 , and s4 , respectively, in our laboratory. Initially, each server st hosts two virtual machines and
each virtual machine vmh is free, i.e. no process is performed. Thus, there are totally eight virtual machines vm1 , . . ., vm8 (v = 8) in the cluster S. The servers DSLab2 (s1 ) and DSLab1 (s2 ) are equipped
with two and one Intel Xeon E5-2667 v2 CPU, respectively. The servers Sunny (s3 ) and Atria (s4 ) are
equipped with one Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU and one Intel Corei7-6700K CPU, respectively. The performance parameters like maximum thread computation rate maxCRTt and electric energy consumption
parameters like minimum power consumption minEt of each server st are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. For example, the server DSLab2 (s1 ) supports totally 32 threads and Atria s4 supports eight
threads. The threads of the servers s1 and s2 are the fastest, i.e. maximum thread computation rates
maxCRT1 = maxCRT2 = 1 [vs / tu].
The total electric energy consumption T Et [W tu] and active time TATt [tu] of each server st is
obtained on the simulation. Active time of each server st is time when the server st is active, i.e. at least
one process is performed. The total active time TATt of each server st is also obtained in the simulation.
In the simulation, n (> 0) processes p1 , . . ., pn are randomly issued to the cluster S. The starting time
stimei of each process pi is randomly taken from time 0 to xtime - 1. Here, xtime is 1,000 time units [tu].
In fact, one time unit [tu] is 100 [msec] [9]. The minimum execution time minTi is randomly taken from
5 to 10 [tu]. This means, the amount VCi of computation steps of each process pi is 5 to 10 [vs]. Each
process pi starts at time stimei and terminates at time etimei . The termination time etimei is obtained in
the simulation. The execution time PETi of a process pi is etimei − stimei + 1 [tu]. The simulation ends
at time etime when every process terminates, i.e. etime = max(etime1 , . . . , etimen ). For each server st ,
the electric energy consumption Et (τ) is pbtained at each time τ. The total electric energy consumption
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EEt of each server st is calculated as ∑etime
τ=0 Et (τ).
The time-based simulator is implemented by using SQL [34] on the Sybase database system [35].
Parameters of servers and processes are stored in the database. States of servers and processes, e.g.
electric power consumption of each server and computation laxity of each process obtained for each
time unit are also stored in the database. By accessing to the database in SQL, evaluation parameters like
the total electric energy consumption of the servers and the average execution time of the processes are
obtained.
We consider the random (RD), round robin (RR), and simple globally energy-aware (SGEA) [25]
algorithms as non-migration type algorithms and migration RD (RDM), migration RR (RRM), and
SGEAM algorithms as migration type algorithms in the evaluation. If a new process pi is issued, one
server st is selected in the cluster S. In the RD, RR, and SGEA algorithms, virtual machines do not
migrate and stay on host servers. In the RD algorithm, one virtual machine is randomly selected. In the
RR algorithm, each virtual machine vmh is deployed on a server st where t = (h mod n) + 1. Then, a
virtual machine vmh is selected for a new process after a virtual machine vmh−1 is selected. In the SGEA
algorithm, a server st is selected to perform a new process pi , where the total electric energy consumption
T EEt (formula (11)) is minimum. Then, a smallest resident virtual machine vmh on the server st where
minimum number of processes are performed is selected to perform the process pi . Virtual machines do
not migrate and stay on host servers.
In the RDM and RRM algorithms, a virtual machine is selected for a new process in the same way as
the RD and RR algorithms. In the SGEAM algorithm which is proposed in this paper, a virtual machine
is selected in the same way as the SGEA algorithm. Furthermore, each server is checked every five time
units [tu] in the RDM, RRM, and SGEAM algorithms. If the migration condition is satisfied for a pair
of a host server st and another server su , a smallest resident virtual machine vmh migrates from the host
server st to the guest server su so that the expected total electric energy T MEEtu (formula (16)) of the
servers is minimum. Thus, virtual machines migrate to more energy efficient servers in the RDM, RRM,
and SGEAM algorithm.
Figure 3 shows the total electric energy consumption T E [W tu] of the four servers s1 , . . . , s4 in the
cluster S for number n of processes. T E = T E1 + · · · + T E4 . The total electric energy consumption T E
of the servers can be reduced in the migration type RDM, RRM, and SGEAM algorithm compared with
the non-migration RD, RR, and SGEA algorithms, respectively. Thus, we can reduce the total electric
energy consumption of servers by migrating virtual machines to more energy-efficient servers. The total
electric energy consumption T E of the SGEAM algorithm is the smallest in the algorithms, about 10 %
smaller than the RD, RR, RDM, and RRM algorithms and about 3 % smaller than the SGEA algorithm.
Figure 4 shows the total active time TAT [tu] of the four servers s1 , . . . , s4 for number n of processes.
Here, TAT = AT1 + · · · + AT4 . In the migration type RDM, RRM, and SGEAM algorithms, the total
active time TAT is shorter than the RD, RR, and SGEA algorithms, respectively. This means, servers
are less loaded in the migration algorithms than the non-migration algorithms. Because some virtual
machine migrates from a host server to a less loaded server if the host server is overloaded. The total
active time TAT of the servers can be shortened by migrating virtual machines in the cluster. The total
active time TAT of the servers in the SGEAM algorithm is shorter than the RD, RR, RDM, and RRM
algorithms but is longer than the SGEA algorithm.
Figure 5 shows the average execution time AET [tu] of the n processes. AET = (PET1 + · · · +
PETn )/n. The average execution time AET of the migration type RDM, RRM, and SGEAM algorithms
is shorter than the non-migration RD and RR algorithms. However, the SGEAM algorithm supports a
little bit longer average execution time AET than the non-migration SGEA algorithm.
In conclusion, the SGEAM algorithm supports the smallest electric energy consumption in the algorithms. In the SGEAM algorithm, the active time of servers and execution time of processes are shorter
than the RD, RR, RDM, and RRM algorithms while a little bit longer than the SGEA algorithm.
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Table 1: Performance parameters.

parameters
DSLab2 (s1 ) DSLab1 (s2 ) Sunny (s3 ) Atira (s4 )
npt
2
1
1
1
nct
8
8
6
4
ntt
32
16
12
8
maxCRTt [vs/tu]
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.7
maxCRt [vs/tu]
32
16
6
5.6
Table 2: Electric energy parameters of servers.

parameters DSLab2 (s1 ) DSLab1 (s2 ) Sunny (s3 ) Atira (s4 )
minEt [W]
126.1
126.1
87.2
41.3
maxEt [W]
301.1
207.3
131.2
89.5
bEt [W]
30
30
16
15
cEt [W]
5.6
5.6
3.6
4.7
tEt [W]
0.8
0.8
0.9
1.1

8

Concluding Remarks

We have to now reduce the electric energy consumption of information systems, especially server clusters. In this paper, we newly proposed the virtual machine migration approach to reducing the electric
energy consumption of servers in a cluster. Here, processes on a server migrate to another server by
using the virtual machine technologies which are widely used in clusters. A virtual machine on a host
server migrates to a guest server which is expected to consume smaller electric energy while processes
are being performed. In this paper, we first proposed the simple model to estimate the execution time
of each process where only the number of current processes on each server is used. Then, the expected
electric energy to be consumed by each server is obtained by using the simple estimation model. Next,
we newly proposed the SGEAM algorithm composed of virtual machine selection (VMS) and migration

Figure 3: Total electric energy consumption of servers (m = 4, v = 8).
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Figure 4: Total active time of servers (m = 4, v = 8).

Figure 5: Average execution time of processes (m = 4, v = 8).

(VMM) algorithm. Here, a virtual machine on an energy-efficient server is first selected to perform a
process each time a client issues a process. Every server is periodically checked in the VMM algorithm.
Here, virtual machines migrate to more energy-efficient servers. A server which heavily consumes electric energy can get less loaded since a collection of processes on a virtual machine leaves the server
for another server. In addition, the total amount of computation to be done by resident processes of
each virtual machine is simply estimated only by using the number of resident processes on each virtual
machine. In the evaluation, we showed the total electric energy consumption of servers can be mostly
reduced in the SGEAM algorithm compared with non-migration and other migration algorithms. For
example, the total electric energy consumption of servers in the SGEAM algorithm is reduced to 90 %
of the non-migration random (RD), round-robin (RR), migration RD (RDM), and migration RR (RRM)
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algorithms. On the other hand, the total active time of the servers and the average execution time of the
processes in the SGEAM algorithm are longer than the non-migration SGEA algorithms while shorter
than the other algorithms. We are now considering how to reduce the total active time of servers and the
average execution time of processes in the SGEAM algorithm.
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